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I - IN't'PODUCTION 
I ~ Introduction 
The object of my investigation is to 
prepare a scheme for the qualitative analysis of 
ORGANIC -ACIDS SOLUBLF. IN WATF.R. This scheme is a 
part of a course in the Qualitative Analysis of 
Elementary Organic Compounds. 
The plan has been to select compounds 
usually treated in elementary Organic Chemistry and 
by a se ries of group tests, arrange these into large 
groups from which smaller groups can be selected for 
specific examination, thereby leading to the identifi-
cation of individual compounds. The constant thought 
underlying my research has been 
(1) .the completion of a scheme applicable 
to the actual laboratory experience of col-
lege students; 
(2) the completion of an outline suitable 
for quick work and convenient manipulation; 
and 
(3) the hope that reagents might be found 
that would replace Ferric Chloride (FeC1 3 ). 
2 
This reagent has been used for many years without quest ion 
as a basic method of identification. It seemed as if 
there might be other reagents equally effective and 
perhaps more general in application. 
Material from Mulliken and other books 
included in the Bibliography were used aa far as nee-
easary, but the object in view involved many rearrange-
ments and special tests applied to groupe, sub-groupe, 
related compounds and special substances. An extended 
examination of books and the literature shows that as 
far as publ icationa are concerned, the plan and object 
of this investigation have never been undertaken. 
I am indebted to Professor Mulliken for 
the plan of the separation of the different classes of 
chemical compounds, as Carbohydrates, Phenols, Aldehydes , 
and Acids, and for the idea of identification by the 
determination of the Neutral ization Equivalent ; and to 
Professors Perkin, Weston, and Schimpf for certain 
valuable specific tests applicable to my acids. I 
also wish to acknowledge the material,- a verification 
of Mulliken's scheme for the "Ultimate Anal ysis of 
Organic Compounds",- found in the thesis of Edward 
Vincent Atwood, M. A., Boston University, 1921 . 
The color charts of Professor Mulliken 
have been invaluable to me, as a means of always having 
a permanent comparative color standard for all te sts 
involving colored pre cipitates and colored solutions. 
To Dr. Newell I am deeply indebted for 
many very valuable suggestions, and for his constant 
kind and helpful guidance throughout my work. 
II - NOTES ON THF ULTI L:LA.TR ANALYSIS 
OF OP.G.MH a OOlKPOT.TNDS 
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II-Notes on B.iulliken's Scheme for the Ultimate Analy s is 
of Organic Comp ounds 
No qualititative s cheme such as the one 
undertaken by the investigator would be complete with-
out a thorough examination and ve rification of the 
e laborate plan s tated by Profes s or Samuel P. Uullikeri, 
of t he Institute of Technology . 
In order to understand Mulliken' s 
classification of compounds, the following definitions 
are given! 
(1) Compounds of s3r.ae €l ement belong to the 
same order. 
(2 ) Tests havin g as their object the determina-
tion of the order of a specie or tests for 
elements are ordinal te sts . --~ 
(3) A genu~ is a group of species character-
ized by showing a common behaviour in cer tain 
generic tests . 
(4) All genera have t wo divisions : (A) -
Solid, and (B) - Li ou id. 
(5) SDe cific t~ s ts are designed to distinguish 
a species from others situated near it in th.e 
same subd].vi s ion of its genus. 
The general directions for the identifi-
cation of an unknown compound in regard to analytical 
procedure ar e as follo ws : 
(1} - Puri_!y 
If the substance is a solid, ita melt-
ing point, and if a liquid, its boiling r;oint have to 
be determined. 
5 
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(2) - Physical PJoperti~ 
For this, the determination of the melt- . 
ing point, boiling point, and specific gravity is nee-
esaary, as well as noting the odor, color, taste and 
approx1mate solubility of the substance in water. 
Note: The section of an unknown acid is found by 
dete rmining thA de gree of solub i lity in water, which 
is done in the following manner: 
r .2 gram of the substance, in the form of an im-
palpable powder, is weighed out. Cold water in small 
portions is added from a graduate, or pipette, with 
thorough shaking. If the substance is-
soluble in 1 cc.-- - it is very - --- -- - · - soluble, v. e . 
tl 11 1 · - 4oc. 
" 
11 easily -- - - ---- II , e . s . 
" " 4 -lOco. " " 
If a. 
II 
" 10-30 co. " 11 very difficultly II , v.d. e. 
Requiring more co. 11 tl insoluble, - ---- - ------- i. s . 
(3) - Order 
The order of the compound i s de termined 
by applying the ordinal tests in succession. (See ulti-
mate analysis). If the unknown substance contains 
carbon and hydrogen, or carbon, hydro gen and oxygen, (as 
the acids do) and is colorless, it belongs to Sub-Order 
1, Order 1 • 
(4 ) - Genus (For Syecies of Sub-Order 1, Order 1} 
The generic tests are applied success-
ively until the genus of the compound is ascerta ined. 
• 
(5 ) - Generic Sub-Divisions 
The proper divi s ion (Solid or Liquid) 
in the genua is now consulted. 
(6) - .§.necies 
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The properties of the substance are 
compared with the properties of a ll species that rael t 
or boil within 5oc., (if below 150°C.) or 10°0 (if below 
300°0 .) of its melting or boiling point, a.'Yld which are 
described in the sub-division of the genus to which it 
belongs. 
Presuming, in this instance, the unknown 
substance to be an acid , the final determination after 
this p reliminary examination has been concluded is 
described in the section "Neutralization Equiva lent". 
This examination can be safely omitted 
only when the analyst ' s knowledge of the origin of the 
compound is so complete that it is, in itself, proof 
that certain elements must be, and alone can be, pres-
ent • 
8 
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III - Ultimate Analysis of Organic Compounds 
If t he substance chars when hea ted on 
a piece of p latinum foil, or burns with the evolution 
of Carbon Dioxide, it is very probably an organic com-
pound. 
Procedure For the Detection Of The Ultimate Constituents. 
(1) Carbon: A small quantity of the substance is 
heated in a test t ube with about six times its bulk of 
freshly i gnited, powdered cupric oxide. The mixture 
is placed at the bottom of the tube and covered with 
the oxide . Close the tube tightly with a cork con-
taining a bent delivery tube. Have one end of the t ube 
immersed in a solution of Barium Hydroxide. 
Heat t he te s t tube contain i ng the oxide 
mixture. Carbon Dioxide . will be evolved, and the 
verification of this gas will be the formation of Barium 
Car bonate, shown to be p resent if the Barium Hydroxide 
s olution becomes turbid. 
If Barium Carbonate is shown under these 
conditione Carbon is present in the substance. 
(2) Hydro gen: If moisture collects on the crold, upper 
part of the tube during the determination for Carbon, 
Hydro gen is shown to be present. The substance should 
be dried before making this test. 
Other Elements : In order to determine the presence 
of elements other than Carbon and Hydrogen, the scheme 
used by Mulliken, with some modifications can be used. 
This scheme, while somewhat long, and requiring at 
times considerable skill. in manipulation, gives good 
results, and has the value of being able to distinguish 
among the halogens, rather than being a test for the 
detection of a halogen, regardless of which halogen 
may be present. The scheme also has the advantage of 
being exhaustive. 
Precautions to be observed in the sodium 
test: (1) An iron test tube should be used in melting 
the sodium, or if such a tube cannot be used, a strong 
quartz tube, with careful use, will give good results . 
1 0 
If nothing but common teet tubes are available, consider-
able cracking of the tubes will result, and this will 
cause, in moat cases, the loss of the substance being 
tested, as well as a loss of time. 
This trouble can be overcome, however, 
if the observer will place beneath the teat tube a strong 
small beaker. The beaker will serve to catch the leakag~, 
as well as to serve to continue the experiment without loss 
of time. Should the tube crack, after the tube becomes 
cool, the alcohol can be poured into it, and then the tube 
and contents can be transferred into the beaker by crack-
ing off the part containing the substance to be tested. 
This can then be boiled in the beaker, glass piece and 
all. In no case has it been found that the substance 
will not be boiled off the glass parts, and these can 
be left behind in t he filtration. 
(2) Care should be used by the observer in 
placing the substances in the tube wh ile the sodium 
11 
is in the molten condition. If much of the substance 
is dropped on the side of the tube, rather than direct~y 
on the sodium, incomplete combustion may result, with 
unsatisfactory tests following. 
If the substance is a liquid it is ad- · 
visable for the observer to prepare a crook-neck dropping-
tube, with a rather long neck, as suggested by Dr. Newell . 
The liquid can then be dropped upon the sodium through 
a short distance. This will overcome undesirable 
spattering, arid protects the hand of the observer. 
If the substance is a solid, it should be 
finely powdered. A bent dropping spoon can easily be 
devised, and the powder can be delivered upon the sodium 
with a rotary motion. In no case should the powder be 
delivered upon the sodium with the fingers. Burns may 
result, and much of the powder will adhere to the sides 
of the tube, causing trouble in testing. 
SODIUM FUSION: Place a test tube in a piece 
of asbestos board, mounted on a ring s tand. If the tube 
is of the common glass follow the precautions stated for 
the sodium fusion. Heat the tube to redness, being 
careful that cracking does not result. Drop in a piece 
of clean sodium, about the size of a pea. Heat the 
bottom of the tube to redness, and when a violet vapor 
appears above the surfa ce of the sodium, quickly drop 
the liquid or powdered substance upon it, being careful 
not to have any adhere to the aides of the tube. Five 
drops of the liquid, or a small pinch of the solid ia 
usually sufficient to obtain the teats. The observer 
must be p repared to work rapidly, but carefully, as 
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well a s cautiously, for explosions may result, with a 
spattering of hot sodium. When the tube cools, add 
about 3 or 4 co. of alcohol, and after any action result-
ing has ceased, add a few co. of water. At this point 
some of the sodium not used up in the fusion may be set 
free. Care should therefore be used. Boil the solu-
tion for five minutes, and filter. The filtrate should 
be NEARLY COLORLESS. If it is colored repeat the fusion. 
Label the filtrate "S". 
( 3) Sulphur: To one co. of "S" add 3 drops of sodium 
nitroprusside solution. If Sulphur is present an intense, 
but not very permanent , purple coloration will result. 
Or, the following teat may be used: To 1 co. of "S" and 
3 co. of sodium hydroxide, add 3 drops of lead acetate. 
If Sulphur is present it will be precipitated as black 
1 ead sulphide. 
(4) Nitrogen: To 2 oc. of 11 8 11 add 1 oc. of sodium hydroxide, 
and 1 co. of ferrous sulphate. Boil for two minutes. 
Add hydrochloric acid solution to clear the solution. Then 
add a f ew drops of ferric chloride, one drop at a time. 
A BLUE color will result if Ni trogen is present. If no 
blue color results immediately, allow it to stand for a 
few minutes, filter, and pour water through the filter 
paper . The paper will be stained blue if Nitro ~en is 
present. 
Note: This test is not appl icable to diazo salts, as 
they lose the nitrogen at low temperatures (in sodium 
fusion). 
Nitrogen and Sulphur present together: Faintly 
acidify 1 co. of the 11 8 11 solution with hydrochloric 
acid . Add drop by drop 3 drops of ferric chloride. 
A red colored, ferrio-sulpho-cyanide indicates the 
presence of Nitrogen and Sulphur together. This test 
may be omitted if the tests for nitro gen and sulphur 
have been positive . It is a precautionary test. If 
an excess of sodium has been used in the sodium fusion 
no sulpho-cyanide will result, as t he sulphides and 
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cyanides will result in the fusion. The previous teats 
for nitrogen and sulphur are usually sufficient, if care 
has been used in the sodium fusion. 
{ 5) Phosphorus: Boil 1 oc. of the "S" solution with 
3 cc. of concentrated nitric acid. Allow the solution 
to cool. Mix thi s with two volume s of acid ammonium 
molybdate solution. Warm to 50°0., and allow it to 
stand for fifteen minutes. If a yellow precipitate 
forms, Phosphorus is present. 
Halogens: Preliminary Procedure: If aulJh ur and 
nitrogen were both absent acidify 1 cc. of the solution 
"S" with nitric acid. Add a small amount of silver 
nitrate solution. If a precipitate appears, it is a 
silver halide. Place the remainder of "S" in a small 
porcelain dish, add a small amount of sulphuric acid 
until a faint acid odor results . Bpil to about one 
t h ird of its original volume. This removes the alcohol, 
which may interfere with the teats which are to follow. 
Dilute the solution to 20 cc. Label the solution "H". 
If sulphur and nitrogen were both present, 
prepare solution "H" as directed above, and use 1 cc. 
of it, instead of the solution "S" in making the test 
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for the silver halide. In the preparation of "H", 
sulphur will be expelled as hydro gen sulphide, and nitro-
gen as hydrogen cyanide. If no Silver Halide p recipitate 
i s obtained it is safe to assume that NO HALOG~NS are 
present. 
Halogens: 
(6) Iodine! 
a tory funneL 
Detection of Individual Halogens. 
Place 1/2 solution "H~ in a 50 cc. separ-
Add 3 drop s of freshly prepared nitrosyl-
sulphuric solution. Shake out the iddine with carbon 
disulphide, using about 5 cc. of the disulphide. A 
purple color shows Iodine. If Iodine is present repeat 
the shaking out until ALL of the Iodine is taken out. 
If this precaution is not observed the followin g teat 
for bromine may prove unsatisfactory. Separate out 
the carbon disulphide. 
and label it "h". 
Filter the colorless colut ion 
(7) Bromine: Transfer the solution "h" to a 100 cc. 
round-bottomed flask. Incline this flask during the 
heating. Add to the solution 0.7 gm. of po 4ered 
potassium chromate and 6 cc. of concentrated sulphuric 
acid. Rinse the neck of the flask with distilled water . 
Fit a two-holed stopper to the flas k, . one hole having 
in it an ebulition tube and the other hold having in it 
..... 
a thistle tube. Use some glass beads in the bottom 
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of t he flask . Boil briskly. Just before boiling begins 
insert a roll of fluorescein paper in the thistle tube. 
If Bromine is p resent the bromine vapors change the paper 
to a rose-pink color, due to the formation of eosin. 
The chlorine is not set free. Repeat tests until ALIJ 
the bromine is set free, as a small trace of it may 
affect the teet for chlorine , · if it is used in a con-
ae cutive t es t. Care must be taken not to boil the 
solution too briskly at the start . At all times try to 
avoid excessive bumping) for a spattering of the liquid 
upon the fluorescein paper will color it and spoil the 
test pape r. 
(8) Chlor ine: Filter off about 10 co. of t he solution 
from the test for bromine. Dilute this to about 30 oc. 
Add 2-3 co. of si lver nitrate. • If the precip ita te 
16 
is reddish it may be silver chromate. Wash the precipi-
tat.e, redissolve it in warm ammonium hydroxide, and re-
p recipitate with nitric acid. If Chlorine is present 
the precipitate will be white-- silver chloride. 
IV - MFTHODS OF POCF. UP.'R TO DF.'!'1i~CT ACID COHPOtnTDS 
and 
THF. NEU1'!iALIZ.A TlON EQUIVALF.NT 
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• 
• 
"fihile l~ulliken 's method for the detection 
of acidic compounds is not only valuable , bu t nee-
eesary for a student in research or advanced ,,~vork, 
it seems to the writer that the process involves 
too much tGchnique, accuracy, and careful manipula-
tion to be p racticable for the ordinary s tudent of 
elementary organic chemistry . Therefore, in putting 
into practice the scheme proposed in this paper the 
writer suggests that the s tudent begin with t.he know-
led ge that he is working with an acidic compound . 
DTSTU,LF.D ATEF. must be used for all 
solutions. 
Directions for Standardizing Solutions Required in 
Generic Test III 
---
--· ----~-· ---·-- - - --- --~--------·- ~-- ---------
Standard N/10 Sodium Carbonate Solution 
A N/10 normal solution of s odium 
carbonate mus t first be made as a standard. Sodium 
carbonate has a molecular •.veight of 83, but because 
the s odium a toms in it can be replaced by t ,NO a tom s 
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of hy regen (H2co3 ), by def inition of a normal solution 
one h lf the molecular weight, or 83/2 - 41 . 5 grams 
would be required for a normal solution. Therefore 
4 . 15 ra.ms would be required for N/10 solution. 5 
grams or more of sodium carbonate are heated to con-
stant we ight or until there is a variat ion of only 3 
• 
in the fourth decimal place a.t the most. From this 
dried sodium carbonate exactly the requtredamount)-
out and made up to a liter in 
N/10 normal solution of hydrochloric acid 
r equires 3.65 grams, ·one tenth of the molecular 
weight, but since it is a liquid, the following 
is used in calculating the required number 
tha t 'Jvill be equivalent to this number of grams . 
= No . of gme. of this % 
tha t have to be used 
Specific Gravi ty 
No. of co. 
requ1:rea. . 
To this nu~be r of co. wate r is added until the total 
jus t 
dete 
ia one liter. This approximate N/10 hydro-
is then titrated a ga inst the 
N/10 sodium carbonate solution, using s ix 
methyl orange as the indicator, until it 
the neutral standard.* The exact 
the hydrochloric acid solut ion can be 
by this formula : 
N of A x co. of A = N of B x co. of B • 
(N = ~ ormility; A = s odium carbonate; B = hydrochloric 
a cid. ) 
* The neutral standard may be made by d i s solving 
17 1/ grams of mono sodium phosphate in 100 co . of 
water and adding six drops of methyl orange . 
19 
• 
• 
k p roximate N/10 Solution Sodium Hydroxide 
An approximate N/10 solution of 
sodium hydroxide re quires 4 grams, one t enth of the 
rr.olecu 
1 ,,,, r1_ VU j'o p 
we i ght , theoretically, but as it is never 
i/2 gram extra can be added to this weight 
1nade up to a liter . This approximate N/1 0 
of sodium hydroxide is titrated aga ins t the 
approx'mate N/10 solution of hydrochloric acid, the 
normal · ty of wh i cL is now known. Its exact mormality 
can th n be determined by the smne formula as tha t 
dete rmining the normality of hydrochloric 
acid, in this ca s.e indica ting sodium hydroxide, 
and B, ydrochloric acid. 
Phenol~hthale in in alcohol (2 drops) is the indicator 
last a leas~ a minute. 
( 1) 
( 2) 
indica 
(3) 
before 
(4) 
Precautions to Be Observed 
Gener ic Test III 
---- -- ·- ---
lever titrate hot solutions . 
henolphthalein should always be used as the 
or . 
ubstance should always be uniformly powder5d . 
water for titration • 
reaction in Gene ric Test III may be 
20 
def ine as being sharp when a single drop of approximate 
N/10 . odium · tydroxidd, added~When tte · sol~tion i~ ~ ~xactly 
neutra but still colorless, i s sufficient to develop 
a stro g pink color which is not greatly innreased 
if mor sodium hydroxide is added. 
(5) · ecause acetic anhydride attacks the hydroxyl 
grotw f the indicator, phenolphthalein loses its 
powe r o form colored a lkali salts . A direct titra-
tion m y be successfully made by testi ng the neutral-
ity of the solution from time to time with fre sh 
p ieces of phenolphthalein paper. Under these concH-
ind ica tor, being p resent in its free state, 
s as usual. 
21 
of Pro cedure to Detect Acidic Compounds 
and 
The Neutra lization Equivalent 
Acidic compounds are identified in 
Mullike 's procedure by Generic Test III. This test 
i s ar:p lied to every compound , solid or liqujd, regarQ.. 
less of so l ubility . 
Proced re (Titration in ~ter) 
One tenth gram of t he dry substance, 
fine ly powdered, if it i s a solid, i s we i ghed out 
accura ely and put in a beaker of 50 co. capacity . 
Ten or fifteen drop s of cold distilled water are 
added of a solution of pheno l ph t hal ein 
v~hich · s made by dissolving one part of the indica-
tor in 300 parts of 50% alcohol. The beaker is 
placed on a sheet of white pape r and titra te d 
caut~o .sly with approximate N/10 sodium hydroxide 
soluti n until the p ink color produced by an excess 
of one drop of the alkali, after exact neutralization, 
persis a for more than one minute when t he solution 
is con tantly s tirred. Approximate N/10 hydro chlor-
ic aci solution is used as a runback in thi s pro ced-
ure . Any compound tha t con~:n.unes more than t wo cc. 
of the N/10 alkali in thi s titration, also gi ving 
a shar· · and normal color transition in the end re-
act ion be longs in Genus III, Acids. 
• 
Neutralization Equivalent 
The neutralization equiva lent of 
an a c· d i s the m..1.mbe r expres s ing in gr ams the qu anti-
ty of the compound require d for neutraliza tion a ~ one 
liter of norrnal a lkali. The det er mina tion of t he 
neutr lization equiva lent is made with a portion of 
the a i d which ha s been dried to constant wei ght, 
105° 110°0.' in order to remove the wate r of crys-
talli a t ion. ~neneve r poss ible the neutra liza tion 
equiv lent is dete rmined from the anhydrous rathe r 
than he crystalline a cid , to avoid hea ting to con-
stant wei ght. The p rocedure is the same a s tha t of 
Gene r c Te s t III, excep t that it is better, if t he 
suppl., of t he subs tance pe rm it s , to weigh out 0. 2000 
grams of the a cid, ins t ead of 0.10 grams, al s o doubl-
ing tl e quantitie s of phenolphthalein and water 
s t a t e in Ge ne ric Test III. These changes in 
qu ant ty do not affe ct t he end point in Te s t I I I, 
but w 11 rai ee the limit of N/10 s odtum hy droxide 
cons1...1 p tion set ::'or the species of the genu s f rom 
2 cc. to 4 cc. 
To calculate a neutralization equiv-
&.lent from the re sults of a titration it is ne cessary 
only o substitute the expe rimental data into the 
f ollovring f ormula: 
1000 x g~s. of acid t ake n 
23 
leutralization Equiv. = cc. of N/1 0 Na OH x Normal-
ity of NaOH 
• 
An exa1 ple from ac tual experiment follows• 0.100 
grams f citraconic a cid was neutralized with 15.45 
co. of 0 . 09836 sodium hydroxjde solution; the neutral-
izatio equivalent was worked out as below: 
1000 X 0.100 ~----~~~~~~~---- = 65. 
15.45 X 0.0983.£ 
This n utralization equivalent agreeo with that 
g iven y Mulliken for citraconic a cid . 
24 
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V - D~8C0TPTIONS OF THE ACIDS 
• 
• 
V - Description of Acids 
This acid occurs in nettles, bees and ants, 
the na derived from the Latin word "formica", 
ant. The irritation produced as a result- of the sting 
and other insects is a pparently due to the 
of formic acid in the liquid which is injected 
into skin. 
Formic acid is a colorless, mobile, hygro-
scopic liquid. ~hen pure it melts at 8.5°C., and boil s 
at 101 has a specific gravity of 1. 241 at 0°C . 
It cau painful blisters when left in contact with 
the skin. The acid has a pungent, irritating odor 
resembling that of sulphur dioxide. 
Acetic Acid (CH3 .COOH) 
Acetic acid occurs as ester s in the oderifer-
26 
ous oils of many plants, and in fruit juices which have 
become sour through fermentation. It is the chief acidic 
constit ent of vinegar. Pure anhydrous acetic acid i s a 
colorless, crystalline, hygroscopic solid, melting at 16 . .Pc., 
and boiling at 119°0. Because of the fact tha t the 
solid esembles ice in appearance, this form of the acid 
is called "glacial acetic". The aci d blister s the skin 
and has a penetrating odor and sharp, sour t as te. It is 
• 
soluble in water, ethyl alcohol and ether in all propor-
t ions. Acetic acid is used in the manufacture of 
"white leaq." . 
is 
This acid is a colorless liqui~ boiling at 
with a pungent odor like that of acetic acid. 
rs in small quantitie s in pyroligneous acid, and 
d in perspiration, the juices of the stomach, 
blossoms of mil-foil. 
salts alled propionates. 
It is monobasic, forming 
Butyric acid is found in combination with gly-
cerol n butter (from which the acid derives its name), 
and in the fate . It is formed as the result of the 
fermen ation of sugars, fate, and other substances, and 
occurs in the free state in rancid butter, Limburger 
cheese and persp iration. It has a characteristic, 
disagr eable odor. A micro-or ganism which ar~ears in 
Limbur er cheese has the power to convert l a ctic acid, 
t he ch'ef constituent of sour milk, into butyric acid. 
It is thick, sour liquid, boiling at 163°0., and is 
miecib e with water in all proportions. 
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Oxalic Acid - {COOH) 2 
Oxalic acid is one of the longest known organ-
ic su Its occurrence was first noted at the 
beginning of the seventeenth century in the form of the 
tassium salt in sorrel. The acid crystallizes 
ter in the hydrated form, which contains two 
molecu es of water of crystallization. The acid sub-
limes ith partial decomposition at 150°- 160°0., 
and at a higher temperature ~s converted into water, 
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and formic acid. 
The an ydrous acid is hygroscopic and is frequently 
a dehydrating agent. It is readily soluble 
ol and slightly soluble in ether. The acid 
and its salts are poisonous. 
Oxalic acid occurs widely distributed in 
nature, usually in the form of the acid potassium or 
acid ca cium salt . Plante of the "oxalis" varieties 
contain appreciable quantities of the salts of oxalic 
acid. is especially rich in these salts. 
When th plant is covered with water it resists decay 
for a 1 The oxalic acid present is, in all 
probability, the agent which prevents the growth 6f the 
organisms which bring about putrefaction. The acid is 
used in 
chemist 
yeing, in calico printing, and in analytical 
• 
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Malonic Acid (CH2 (COOH}2 ) 
Malonic Acid is so called because it was first 
as the result of t he oxidation of malic acid. 
is of particular interest as many important 
can be readily prepared as the result of 
reacti ns between its esters and other substances, f or 
, t he malonic ester synthesis. _{alonic acid 
crysta lizes from water in laminae which melt at 133°-
134°0. with partial decomposition. The relation be-
tween cetic acid and malonic acid is sho~~ by the 
formul e- CH 3.COOH (Acetic =A::J id) and CHz(COOH)z (llalonic 
Ac i d). 
This acid derives its name from t he fact that 
it oc rs in amber (Latin, succinum). It occurs al so 
in ilized wood and in many p lants. It melts at 
l82oc. and boils with partial decomposition at 235oc , 
\ 1rater eing eliminated and an anhydri de formed. 
Maleic Acid (C H (COOH) ' ) 
2 2 . 2 
Maleic acid is an isomer with fumaric, a lthough 
the t w acids differ markedly in physical properties. 
Maleic melts at 130°0., and is readily soluble in water. 
It is onverted into its anhydride when distilled. 
!lalic Acid (CH2 (CHOH ) (COOH) 2 ) 
This acid was first described by Scheele in 
1785, s he isolated it from unripe apples. The acid 
is wid ly distributed in the ve getable kingdom and 
plays n important part in the growth of plants . 
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It occ1ra in apples, cherries, gooseberries, raspberries, 
strawb rries, currants and other acidulous fruits. It 
is ala found in the roots of marsh-mallow and licorice; 
in the leaves and stems of hemp, lettuce, and tobacco; 
in the seeds of caraway, parsley, flax, and pepper; in 
carrot , potatoes, pineapple, and grapes; and in many 
other e getable substances. It is most readily 
prepar d from unripe berl"iee of t he mountain ash. 
It is a solid, very soluble in water, and 
crysta lizes with difficulty; melting at 100°0 . 
d-Tartaric Acid (CH(OH)) 2 (COOH) 3 
Th is acid is widely distributed in nature in 
the fr e condition and in the form of its potassium 
Tartaric acid crystallizes in transpa r-
ent mo . ool 'i n ic: -r.;riams which are readily soluble in 
- ' 
water; it melts at 1680- 170°0., and is dextro--rotary. 
hen·g ntly heated, the acid becomes electrified, the 
oppos i e ends of the crystals assuming opposite polar-
ity. Above its melting point it first loses water · 
and fo ms a number of different anhydrides. As the 
temperature is raised, it turns brown and a mass is 
p roduced which has the odor of burnt sugar. At a still 
higher tempe rature charring takes place. The acid i s 
used i dyeing, and in one form of baking powder .. 
Ci trio Acid 
yHzCOOH 
y (OH) COOH .H~p 
CH2COOH _______ __;:;::____ ----
Citric acid occurs widely distributed in 
nature in many fruits. It ia present in raspberries, 
gooseberries, currants, and other acidulous fruits . 
It is usually obtained from unrj_y:e lemons, the juice of 
wh ich contains about 6% of the free acid. It crystal-
lizes from water in rhombic prisms which melt at 100°0 
and contain one molecule of water of crystallization. 
This acid is used in the manufacture of lemonade and 
in calico printing. A number of its salts have 
importa t applications. 
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The name tannic acid, or tannin, is applied to 
a number of ve getable acids which are widely distributed 
in natu e. Tannins occur in the bark of trees and in 
the learee and root s of plants. The chief commercial 
sources of t ann i n are gall nuts, sumach, oak and hem-
k, and a number of p lant s and trees which grow 
in Indi and South America. It is markedly astringent 
in its ction on the mucous membranes . 
Tannin is used in the tanning of leather and 
as a m rdant in dyeing. Tl:e tannin from gall nuts is 
used i making writing inks. 
i-Lactic Acid (CH3CH(OH)COOH) 
Lactic acid was discovered in 1780 by Scheele, 
ated it from sour milk. The acid is formed 
as t he esult of the action of certain bacteria which 
ent in the ai r on the sugar which milk contains. 
und in other products which have undergone fer-
mentati n, such as "sauerkraut" and silage, which is 
prepare by storing grass, clover, and other cattle food 
under p essure. Lactic acid is present in the stomach, 
intesti es, and muscles. This acid. as ordinarily ob-
tained s a thick, colorle ss , odorless, hy groscropic 
liquid, with a specific gravi ty of 1.24 200/40. It is 
miscibl with water and alcohol and is slightly soluble 
in ethe • 
i traconic Acid (CH3 • C ( COOH): HC . COOH) 
Th is is a bi-basic acid, forming deliquescent 
crystals which are odorless ~nd have a bitter acid taste. 
pared from citric acid and is also called pyro-
id. 
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VI - NOTES ON SECTIONS VII , VIII , IX 
• 
VI - Notes on Sections VII, VIII and IX 
Two iays of Neut~~li~ing an Acid Solution 
(1) A small excess of ammoni~m hydroxide solu-
tion is added to the acid solution and boiled until 
no odor of am .. ·110nia can be detected, or until wet 
neutral litmus held at the mouth of the tube is not 
affec t ed . 
(2} Two drops of phenolphthalein in alcoholic 
solution ara added to a solution of the acjd and then 
just ouff icient ammonium hydroxide to give t he leant 
perceptible p ink tint ,NheD t he test tube i.s hGld over 
white paper . This can also be tested with neutral 
litmus. 
(1) All solutions are made up with distilled water. 
(2) All reagents, unless otherwise specified , were 
made up lG grams to 150 cc. of water. 
( ~ ) 1% solutions of solid acids were used and 3% 
ROlutions of liquids. 
f L1) \ - 3% solutions of the liquid acjds do not give 
8atisfactory te s ts with the following re age nts: 
Barium Chloride 
Silver Nitrate 
Silver Nitrate (Alcoholic) 
Lead Acetate 
Calcium Chloride 
He rcuric Chloride 
Manganese Chloride 
Cerium Ammonium Nitrate 
Ne odymium Ammonium Nitrate 
I.antbanum Ammonium Nitrate 
Praseodymium Ammoniur1 Fi trate 
Cadmium Chloride 
Nickel Chloride 
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( 4) - cont' d - Ace tic and formic a cide are exceptions 
with respect to s ilver nitrate . 
(5) A private communication f rom the 'e l sbach 
Company stated that the Cerium Ammonium Nitrate , 
Thorium Nitra t e , Neodymium Ammonium Nitl'?-te, and 
Praseodymium Amn:on ium Ni trate, used as test reagen t s 
v1ere very pure , and therefore the conclusion wae drawn 
that the results in these te s t s we re due to thP- elem-
ent s i n the com.pounds and not to i mpti.ri ties. 
(6) St annous Chl oride solutions should be freshly 
prepared every t wo we eks. 
(7) In working through the scheme the reagents 
should always be added to a portion of the or i gi nal 
solu tion . 
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"'-TESTS FOR INDT. VIDU L ACIDS 
_, 
Teats for Tannic Acid 
The acid used in making these teats was Merck 1 a 
Blue Label. 
1. Gela tine Test 
A small amount of freshly prepared 2% 
ge latine solution is added to the acid solution. A 
large ~aount of curdy white precipitate results. 
Note: ·fhia ia one of the moat important and char -
acteri s tic reactions of tannic acid. This coagulum, 
which ia · the basi s of leather, i s not completely in-
soluble in pure water, but ie wholly _ i nsoluble in the 
presence of an excess of t he acid or ammonium hydro x-
ide. hen freshly formed it is often ve ry finely 
divided and passes through the closest filt er, but 
coagulates on the addition of ammonium chloride, a lum 
and certain othe r neutral sal ts. 
2 . erric Chloride Teat 
When ferr i c chloride solution is added 
to a neutral solution of the acid, a medium amount of 
fine , blue-black precipita~e of ferric-gallotannate 
(ink) ie produced, the color of wh ich is de s troyed by 
boiling or the action of reducing agents. The addi-
tion of hydrochloric a cid in excess d issolve s the 
precip itate which is reproduced when sodium aceta te 
is added. 
3 . Ferric Acetate Test 
This test behaves like the ferric 
chloride teat ~bove), giving a fine blue- black 
precipitate, the color of which is de s troyed by 
boiling or reducing agents. The p recipita te ia 
· also soluble in an excess of hydrochloric acid. 
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4. Potassium Dichromate Test 
Wh en potassium dichromate is added to 
the ac id solution a medium amount of fine brown preci-
p itate i s formed . 
5. Copper Sulphate Test 
Tannic acid gives no reaction with a 
solution of copper sulphate unless an excess of 
ammonium hy dr oxide or calcium carbonate is present in 
the solut ion, when it is comp letely precipi tated. 
6. Potassium Ferricyanide Tesi; 
ith an runmoniacal solution of potas-
sium :ferri cyanide t annic acid gi ves a deep red color, 
changing to brown, even in a very dilute solution. 
The color i s destroyed ~ a large exces s of rea gent. 
7. Ammonium Molybdate Test 
This reagent gives a yellow solution 
when added to the dilute acid, and a red coloration 
with more concentrated solution of the acid. The 
color i s destroyed upon the addition of oxalic acid. 
8. Tartar Emetic Test 
ith tartar emetic, tannic acid gives 
a medium white precipitate, which is insoluble in 
ammonium chloride. 
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9. Bismuth Nitrate Test 
Tannic acid gives with bismuth nitrate 
a medium amount of flocculent white precipitate. 
10. Calcium Hydroxide and Calcium Chloride Tests 
With these reagents tannic acid gives 
a heavy curdy white precipitate, turning bluish gray 
upon exposure to the air. An excess of reagent 
gives the precipitate a pink tint. 
11. Barium Chloride Test 
Tannic acid gives a large curdy, 
gray precipitate with barium chloride and ammonium 
hydroxide, turning a dark blue (BQ Shade 2 - Mulliken 
Color Chart) upon the addition of ethyl alcohol. 
1 2. Picric Acid Teat 
lfhen picric acid is added to an 
ammoniacal solution of tannic acid, a reddish solution 
results . 
13. Ammonium Oxalate Test 
When an excess of ammonium oxalate is 
added to a tannic acid solution a medium amount of 
flesh colored precipitate results. 
14. Silve r ' Nitr~te Teat 
Alcoholic silver nitrate when added to 
an arnrnoniacal solution of tannic acid and heated gives 
a small silver mirror. 
15. Cadmium Chloride Test 
Tihen cadmium chloride is added to a 
neutral solution of the acid a medium amount of fine 
39 
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coffee colored precipitate (YBT - Uulliken Color Chart) 
is formed. Held to the light it is an opalescent 
brown. It ia soluble in hydrochloric acid. 
16. Cupric Chloride Test 
When cupric chloride is adcl~d to a 
neutral solution of the acid a medium amount of fine 
precipitate (BG Shade 2 - l ulliken Color Chart) is 
formed , whi ch is soluble in hydrochloric acid, giving 
a YG- Shade 1 solution (Mulliken Color Chart). 
17 . Stannous Chloride Test 
Stannous chloride, when added to a 
neutral solution of the a ci d gives a medium amount of 
fine buff precipitate, soluble in dilute hydrochloric 
acid. 
18. Nickel Chloride Test 
Nicke l chloride added to a neutral 
s olution of the acid produces a large amount of fine 
gray green precipi tate (BG -BTU - Mulliken Color 
Chart), soluble in hydrochloric acid, giving GY -
Shade 1 (Mulliken Color Chart) solution. 
19. Lanthanum Ammonimn Nitrate Test 
Lanthanum ammoni~m nitrat~ when added to 
the neutral acid solution, gives a heavy fine :9r ecip itate 
(V Shade 2 - nlulliken Color Chart), soluble in hydro-
chloric a cid, giving a solution OY - Shade 1 (Mulliken 
Color Chart). 
20 . Cerium Ammonium Nitrate Teet 
When cerium ammoniQ~ nitrate is added 
to the neutral acid solution there results a large 
fine precipitate - Y B - Shade 2 (Mulliken Color 
Chart), soluble in hydrochloric acid . 
~n. Manganese Chloride Test 
Manganese chloride, when added to a 
small portion of the neutral acid solution, gives 
a larg~ fine buff precipitate, which is soluble in 
hydrochloric acid, giving a solution of the original 
color. 
22 . Cobalt Chloride Test 
then cobalt chloride ie added to a 
neutral solution of tannic acid, :·· a mediu.rn amount of 
fine purple prec ipitate (R'ii- S2 - Mulliken Color 
Chart) results, which is soluble in hydrochloric 
acid, giving a solution 0 - Shade 1 (Mulliken Color 
Chart) . 
23 . Praseodymium A~l~monium Nitrate Test 
Praseodymium ammonium nitrate, when 
added to a neutral solution of the acid, gives a 
mediu~ amount of fine buff precipitate, soluble in 
hydrochloric acid, reproducing the original color of 
the solution. 
24. Neodymium Ammonium Nitrate Test 
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lfhen neodymium ammonium nitrate is added 
to a neutral solution of the acid, there results a larg~ 
fine, flesh- colored precipitate (V Shade 2 - Mulliken 
Color Chart), soluble in hydrochloric acid, giving an 
OR - Shade 1 (Mulliken Color Chart) solution. 
~5. . Thorium Nitrate Test 
Thorium nitrate, when added to a neutral 
s olution of the acid, gives a medium amount of fine 
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buff precipitate -(Y -BT- Mulliken Color Chart)·, soluble 
in hydrochlqrio acid, reproducing a solution of the 
original color. 
~s. Oxidation Test 
An alkaline solution of tannic acid 
rap idly oxidize s in the air, turning e_ dark brown. 
~1 . Lead Acetate Test 
ith lead acetate tannic acid gives a 
large amount of flocculent cream precipitate, which is 
insoluble in acetic acid. 
Tests for Succinic Acid 
The ~aid used for making these tests was pur-
chased from the Eastman Kodak Company. 
1. Silver Nitrate Test 
When silver nitrate solution is added 
to a neutral solution of the a cid there is produced 
a lar ge amount of fine, white p recipitate, which is 
unaltered by heating, b~1t which -is soluble in ammonium 
hydroxide. 
Fluorescein Test 
A small a~ount of the solid acid> one 
gram, is heated with twice its bulk of resorcinol and 
2 co . of concentrated sulphuric acid until the rmixture 
turns a deep red (RNT - Mulliken Color Chart). rilien 
a stirring rod is dipped into this solution and then 
·put into another teet tube filled with water, a yellow 
and green fluorescence is seen in this ve ry dilute solu-
tion . 
3 . Ferric Chloride Test 
hen ferric chloride is added to a neu-
tral solution of the acid, a large amount of reddish 
brown precip itate (OR Shade 1 - Mulliken Color Chart) 
is formed. T1 is ia soluble in hydrochloric acid. 
4 . Sulphuric Acid Test 
When one gram of solid acid is he a t e d 
with 2 co. of concentrat e d sulphuric ac i d for some 
little time, blackening occurs with evolution of car-
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bon monoxide, carbon dioxide} and sulphur dioxi de . 
5. Dry Test 
When the solid acid is heated it melts, 
then boils, forming a sublimate. The vapors given off 
are very irritating. hen heated strongly in the air 
it burns with a pale blu~ smokeless flame. 
6. Ba rium Chloride Test 
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No pre cipitate will be formed when 
barium chlori de is added to the acid solution unless 
alcohol and ammonium hydroxide are present in the solu-
tion. 
7. Lead Acetate Test 
Lead acetate, when added to a 10% solu-
t ion of the acid~ produces a fine wh ite precipitate · 
which is soluble in an excess of t he acid or reagent. 
8. Cupric Chlori de Test 
Cupric chloride will give a medium amount 
of fine blue green p recipitate (BGNT - Mulliken Color 
Chart}, which is soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid, 
giving a solution of the orginal color, when it is 
added to a neutral so lution of succinic acid. 
9 . Stannous Chloride Test 
hen stannous chloride is added to a 
neutral solution of the acid a medium amount of fine 
white p r eci . .J itate results, which i s s oluble in di lute 
hydrochloric , acid . 
10. Lanthanum Amm onium Nitrate Teat 
'hen lanthanum aramonium nitrate i s 
added to the neutral acid solution, there results a 
' medium amount of white, flocculent preoip itat~, which 
is solubl e in hydrochloric acid. 
11. NeodYJAium Ammonium !IIi trate Test 
Ne odymium ammonium nitrate, when added 
to a small por tion of t he neutral acid solution, gives 
a medium amount of fine, pale p ink precipitate , which 
is soluble in hydrochloric acid. 
12. Thorium Nitrate Tes t 
[hen thorium nitrate is added to a neu-
tral solution of the acid, a medium of fine white pre-
cipitate, which is soluble in hydrochloric acid, is 
formed . 
13. Cer ium Ammonium Nitrate Test 
Ce rium ammonium nitrate, when added t o 
a neutral portion of the acid solution, gives a lar ge 
amount of fine white precipitate, which is soluble in 
hydrochloric acid. 
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Tests for Citric Acid 
The acid used in making these tests was Uerck ' s 
Blue Label. 
1 . Dry Test 
The solid acid, when heated strongly, 
melt s and slowly chars. Pungent fumes of aconitic 
a cid (C6H6o6 ) are evolved, which are ve ry irr i tating. 
Th is serves to distinguish citric acid from tartaric. 
2 . Sulphuric Acid Te s t 
1
."ihen 1 gram of the solid acid is heated 
with 2 co. of concentrated sulphuric acid, carbon 
monoxide, carbon dioxide, and finally after p rolonged 
heating, sulphur dioxide are evolved , with blackening 
of t he acid. Carbon dioxide can be tested f or by 
pass ing the gas through limewater, when a wh i t e r re-
cip itate of calcium carbonate will be formed. The 
p re sence of carbon monoxide is indicated by t he pale 
c lue flame with which. t he gas burns. 
3 . Calcium Hvdroxide Test 
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upon a dding to the acid solution suffici-
ent lime water to rende r the mixture alkaline, the 
liquid remains clear . Upon boiling this for one minute 
a wh ite p recipitate is formed and t he solution becomes 
opaque. The p r ecipitate redissolves on cooling. 
Note: This test is not satisfactory for 1% or very 
d ilute solution. 
• 
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4. Calcium Chloride Test 
~hen calcimn chloride solution is added 
to an acid solution neutralized with ammonium hydroxide, 
a white granular precipitate ia formed when the solution 
ie boiled, redissolving on cooling. 
No te: This test is also unoatisfactory for a very 
dilute or a 1~ solution of t he acid. 
5. Ferric Chloride Test 
hen five drops of ferric chloride are 
added to a neutral solution of the ~id, a pale green 
solution results (GYNT- Iliulliken'a Color Chart). 
6. Cadmium Chloride Test 
When cadmium chloride is added to a 
neutral solution of the acid, an exceedingly small 
'.IV hi te pre cipi tate is :t ormed, dissolving in an excess 
of the reagent. This pre ci~itat e is insoluble in 
hot water, but readily soluble in hot acetic acid. 
7. Stannous Chloride Test 
Stannous chloride, when added to a 
neutral solution of the acid, produces a medium amount 
of fine white precip itate, which is soluble in dilute 
hydrochloric acid. 
8 . Lanthanum Ammonium Nitrate Test_ 
Lanthanum ammonium nitrate) when added 
to a neutral solution of the a cid, produces a large 
amount of fine white precipitate which is soluble in 
hydrochloric acid . 
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9. Neodymiy.l!l Ammonium Nitrate_Te.§j_ 
Neodymium ammonium nitrate gives a 
medium amount of fine, pale pink precipitate (V Tint 2 -
!:Kulliken 's Color Chart) with a neutral solution of the 
acid. This precipitate is soluble in dilute hydro-
chloric acid. 
10. Beta-Naphthol Color Teat 
Ten to fifteen drops of freshly pre-
pared solution of .1 gram of beta-naphthol in five 
co . pure concentrated sulphuric acid are added to 
• 05 gram of finely powdered cj_ trio acid in a small 
porcelain evaporating die~ placed on a water bath. 
The dish is removed at intervals of thirty seconds 
to one mj_nute, for the observation of the color changes 
which follow one another rapidly during heating . Wh en 
the maximum color intensity has been reached the solu-
tion is diluted cautiously with four to five volumes 
of water, and again all color changes that occur are 
noted. Citric acid gives at first a pale greenish 
blue, soon turning to blue green (BG - ~!ulliken Color 
Chart), and finally rather slowly, on continued heating, 
to an impure green of very slight intensity and per-
manence. The color after dilution with water i s 
similar in quality to that from tartaric acid (YO -
Mulliken Color Chart) only very much paler. 
11 . Alcoholic Si lver Nitrate Test 49 
Alcoholic silver nitrate pro duces only 
a gray, cloudy solution with a dilti te s olut i on of the 
acid 1 but when ammonium hydroxide is added a white, 
curdy pre cip itate is formed, whi ch is soluble in an 
excess of t he reagent. 
12 . Lead A~etate Teat 
he n lead ace t a t e is added to a citric 
acid solution, a lar ge , curdy , white p recip itate is 
formed . 
13 . Barium Chloride Test 
Bar ium chloride give s a lar ge amotitit of 
curdy, wh ite precipitate when added to the a cid solution 
in the presence of alcohol and ammonium hydroxide . 
1 4 . Thorium Ni trate Test 
hen thor ium nitrate i s added to a 
neutral solution of the acid, a med ium amount of fine, 
wh ite precipi t ate , soluble in hydrochloric acid, is 
produced. 
15. Cerium Ammonium Nitrate Test 
- ---
Cerium ammonium nitrate, whe n added to 
a neutral solution of t he acid , p roduces a medium amount 
of fine , white p recipi tate, which is sol1Jble i n hydro-
chloric acid. 
/ 
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Tests for Oxalic Acid (Anh:yQrous) 
1. Potassium Permanganate Test 
A solution of oxalic acid, warmed ~ith 
3 co . of dilute sulphuric acid, decolorizes a solution 
of potassium permanganate when it is added drop by drop. 
Carbon dioxide is also evolve~ . 
2. Silver Nitrate Test (Alcoholic) 
hen alcoholic silver ni t rate is added 
to a solution of oxalic acid, a medium amount of white 
precipitate is formed. 
3. Calcium Chloride Test 
\ hen 5 co. of calcium chloride solution 
are added to a neutral solution of the acid, a large 
amount of fine white precipitate is produced , which is 
insoluble in acetic acid and soluble in hydrochloric 
or nitric acid. 
4 . Barium Chloride Test 
· j_ th a solution of barium chloride ox-
alic reacts in a similar manner as with a solution of 
calcima chloride, but the resultant barium oxalate is 
more soluble in water and acetic acid than the calcium 
salt . 
5. Calcium Hydroxide Test 
When calcium hydroxide solution i s added 
to a neutral solution of the acid, a medium amount of 
pul_verent, 1Nhi te p recipitate is p roduced, which is 
insoluble in ammonium hydroxide and acetic acid, but 
soluble in nitric and hydrochloric acid. 
6. Sulphuric Acid Test 
One gram of the solid acid is p laced 
.. 
in a dry teat tube with 2 cc. of concentrated sulphur-
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ic acid. hen heat e d over a flame a brisk effervescerce 
is obtained, a gas (mixture of carbon monoxide and car-
bon dioxide) issuing from the tube. The carbon monoxide 
will burn with a pale blue fla."l'le for several se conds if 
the application of heat is continued. A good carbon 
d ioxide teat r e sults from passing the gas throu~h lime 
. ~ 
water .. 
7. Resorcinol Test 
hen a small amount of resorcinol is 
added to a solution of oxalic acid it be comes fir s t, 
light yellow, then dark blue. When ammonium hydroxide 
is added the solution turns pink. 
8. Phenol Test 
Phenol in place of resorcinol in the a-
bove Teat No. 7 gives a p ink solution, chan ging to red . 
9 . fzrogallol Teat 
Pyrogallol in place of resorcinol in 
Tes t No . 7, gives the following color change : drab 
green going to orange. When ammonium hydroxide is added 
the solution becomes an intense blue, changing to purp~ 
i sh brown. 
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10. (1) 1 (2) Cresol Test 
(1), (2) Cresol, substituted for re s orc-
inol in Test No . 7 gives a crimson solution. ·hen 
ammonium hydroxide is added the solution becomes purple . 
11. Lead Acetate Test 
When lead acetate is added to an acid 
solution, a medium amount of curdy white precipitate i s 
:formed. 
12 . Potassium Fe rrogyanide Teat 
Potassi~m ferrocyanide, when added to a 
portion of the acid solution, turns green (G Shade 1 -
Mulliken Color Chart). 
13. Ca dmium Chloride Test 
rhen cadmium chloride is added to a 
neutral solution of the acid a medium amount of fine 
white crystalline precipitate is formed, which is 
soluble in hydrochloric acid . 
14. Cupric Chloride Teat 
Cupric chloride, when added to a neu-
tral solution of the acid, produces a medium amount of 
pale green precipitate (G Tint 2 - Mulliken Color Char t" 
which is insoluble in hydrochloric acid. 
15. Stannous Chloride Test 
When stannous chloride is added to a ne~ 
tral solution of the acid, a medium amount of fine wh ite 
pre cip i tate, •.1vhi ch is soluble in hydrochloric acid, is 
fonned . 
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16.. Lanthanum Ammonium Uitrate Test 
!fuen lanthanum ammonium nitrate is added 
to a neutral solution of the acid , a medium amount of 
fine white gelatinous precipitate, which is soluble in 
hydrochloric acid, is formed. 
17. Neodymium Ammonium Nitrate Test 
Neodymium ammonium nitrate, when added 
to a neutral solution of the acid, gives a large amount 
of flocculent V - Tint 2 (Mulliken Color Chart) preci-
pitate, which is soluble in hydrochloric acid on stand-
ing. 
18 . Thorium Nitrate Test 
With a neutral solution of the acid, 
thorium nitrate gives a medium amount of fine white 
precipitate, which partially dissolves in hydrochloric 
acid. 
19. Cerium Ammonium Nitra-te Test 
hen cerium ammonium nit-rate is added to 
a neutral solution of theroid, a medium amount of gela t-
inous white p r ecir:ri tate is formed. This precipitate 
will dissolve in hydrochloric acid, if allowed to stand. 
20. Praseodymium Ammonium Nitrate !fest 
Praseodymium ammonium nitrate, when adde.rl 
to a neutral solution of the acid, produces a medium 
amount of pale green (GY - Tint 2 - Mulliken Color 
Chart) precipitate, which is soluble in hydrochloric 
acid. 
\ 
21. Soda Lime Teat 
lfhe.I a p r tion of the id is 
heated with .,roda 1 i me, an inflammable gas i a e,i ven 
-- .....g!_f~ ca: ·on monoxide, which burns wi th a pale 
blue flame. 
- / 
i 
/ 
22 . Cobalt C~l ·ride Tea! 
) 
When cobalt chloride is added to a 
solution of the acid the solution turns 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
' 
Teats for Oxalic Acid (Crystals) 
The acid used in making these te s ts was Merck's 
Blue Label. 
Note: Tests numbered 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
and 21, applied to nhydrous Oxalic Acid, give the 
same results with Crystalline Oxalic Acid. 
1 . Silver Nitrate Test 
r.hen silver nitrate is added to a neu-
tral soluti on of the acid, a medium amount of fine 
white crystalline precipitate , which is soluble in 
ammonium hydroxide and nitric acid, is formed . 
2 . Fe rric Chloride Test 
Ferr ic chloride when added to a neu-
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tral solution of the a cid gives a pale yellow greenish 
s olu tion (GYNT - ~lulliken Color Chart). 
3. Cadmium Chloride Test 
hen cac~ium chloride is added to a 
neutral solution of the acid, a small amount of crys-
t a lline !) recipitate (white), wh ich is soluble in 
hydrochloric acid, is formed . 
4 . Cupric Chloride Test 
Cupric chloride, when added t~ .i neu-
tral so lution of t he acid, gives a medium amount of 
fine pale gr een precipi tate (G Tint 2 - MUlliken 
Color Chart), which is insoluble in hydrochloric 
acid . 
5. Stannous Chloride Test 
Stannous chloride gives, with a neutral 
acid solution , a medium amount of fine white pre cip i-
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tate, which is soluble in ijyl.drochlorio acid . 
6. Nickel Ch].oride _ _T~! 
Nickel chloride, on standing five 
minutes with a neutral solution of the acid, gives a 
small amount of :pale green precipi t.ate (G Tint 2 -
Mulliken Color Chart), which is soluble in hydrochloric 
acid . 
7. Lantha~ll!!l Arriraonium Nitrate Test 
When lanthanum ammonium nitrate is added 
to a neut ral s olution of the acid, a medium amount of 
flaky white precipitate is formed, which dissolves upon 
the addition of a large voll'-:Jie of hydrochloric acid. 
8 . Neodymium Ammonium lHtJ•ate Test 
Neodymium ammonium nitra t e, when added 
to a neutral solution of thE! acid, giYes a medium amount 
of fine flesh- colored pre c i r1i tate (V Tint 2 - ~Julliken 
Color Chart), which is .insol uble in hydrochloric acid. 
9 . Thorium Nitrate Test 
ith a neutre_l solution of the acid 
thorium nitrate gives a medjum amount of fine white 
p recipitate, which is insoh.ble i n hydrochloric acid. 
10. Cerium Ammonium Nitrate Test 
------ ---·----
(hen cerium ammonium nitrate is added to 
a neutral solution of the acid, a medium amount of 
fl aky white p recipitate, which is insoluble in h~~ drochlor.,;. 
i c a c i d, i s f o rm ed • 
11 . Cobalt Chloride Test 
~nen cobalt chloride i s added to a neu-
t r al solution ·Of the a cid, a me dium amount of fine 
buff precipitate in a pink solution re sult s . 
12 . Praseodymiu~-A~nium Nitrate Test 
Prasedoymium ammonium nitrate, when 
adde d to a neutral solution of the acid , gives a small 
amount of fine precip itate, GY Tint 2 (Mulliken Colo r 
Chart), which dis solves slowly in hydrochloric a ci d . 
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Tests for Tartaric Acid 
The acid used in making the f ollowing teats 
was purchased from Baker & Adamson. 
· 1. Silver Mirror Te s t 
Silver nitrate is added to a neutral 
so lution of the acid, producing a white precipitate 
whi ch i s allo Ned to settle. The liquid is then poured 
off and the precipitate is dissolved in just sufficient 
dilute ammonium hydroxide. Yfu en it is warmed gently 
si lver is deposited on the test tube as a silver mirror. 
2 . Resorcin Test 
A small quan tity of solid tartaric acid 
is mixed with twice ita bulk of r esorcin and 2 co. of 
concentrated sulphuric acid. It is warmed gently until 
a bright red color is obtained (RNT- Mulliken 1 s Color 
Chart). 
3 . Pyrogallol Test 
A small quantity of solid tartaric acid 
is heated with 2 co. of concentrated sulphuric a cid 
and pyrogallol. A violet coloration changing to brown 
shows the presence of tartaric acid. 
Note: In Tests 2 and 3 the reactions show best when 
extremely small quantities of tartaric acid are taken. 
Grea t ca re must be taken not to heat too strongly, 
otherwise charring takes place. 
4. Sulphuric Acid Test 
hen two co. of concentrated sulphuric 
acid are added to a small amount of the solid acid 
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(1 gram) and heated the acid chars with the evolution 
of sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide, and carbon monoxide. 
Carbon dioxi~e can be tested for with calcium hydroxide, 
a white precipitate being obtained upon passing the gas 
through the lime water. 
5. Ferrous Sulphate Test 
A few drops of ferrous sulphate solution 
are added to the acid solution, then one drop of hydrogen 
p eroxide, and finally a small excess of sodium hydroxide 
or potassium hydroxide. A violet black coloration ia 
produced, which does not last, being discharged by the 
addition of sulphurous acid. If potassium fe r r ocyanide 
is added to the violet liquid then sufficient d ilute 
sulphuric acid to acidify the solution iron may be 
filtered off and a colorless filtrate obtained which 
a gain gives a violet color upon the addition of fer r ous 
sulphate. 
6 . Ferric Chloride Test 
A few drops of dilute ammonium hydroxide 
are added to the acid solution. The excess of ammonia 
is boiled off and the solution is cooled. Ferric ohlor-
ide i s added, producing a heavy, yellow crystalline 
p r ecipitate (OY SI) when the solution is warmed gently. 
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7. Dry Teat 
1t11en one gram of solid tartaric acid is 
heated in the dry state it swells up, blackens, and gives 
the odor of burnt sugar, evolving sulphur dioxide> carbon 
dioxide and carbon monoxide. 
8. Potassium Acetate Test 
Potassium acetate added to a tartaric 
acid solution containing a little acetic acid gives a 
colorless crystalline precipitate of potassium acid 
tartrate ((CHOH) 2coCH . COOK), the for mation of which 
is facilitated by stirring and the addition of a lit-
tle alcohol. From dilute solutions the precipitate 
appears only after long standing . 
Note: Neutral solutions of tartrates are not 
precipitated by potassium salts . 
9. Beta-Naphthol Color Teat 
Ten to fifteen drops· of a freshly pre-
pared solution of . 1 gram of beta-naphthol in 5 co. 
of pure concentrated sulphuric acid are added to .05 
gram of finely powdered t ar t ar ic acid in a small 
evaporating diah, which ie p laced on a water bath . 
The dish is removed at intervals of thirty seconds to 
one minute for the observation of color changes which 
follow one another in quite rapid succession . When 
the maximum color intensi t y has been reached the solu-
tion is diluted cautiously with four to five volumes 
of water, and again all color changes that occur are 
noted. The acid after exhibiting a momentary pale 
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blue green color, changes very rapidly to pure intense 
green (G- Mulliken Color Chart), which ia rather 
persistent, even when heated on the water bath. The 
d ilution with water causes a change to a very distinct 
orange yellow (YO - OY - Uulliken Color Chart) . 
10. Calcium Chloride Test 
An excess of calcium chloride added to 
a concentrated neutral solution of the acid from which 
the excess ammonia has been boiled off produces a white 
crystalline precipitate of calcium tartrate, soluble 
in acetic acid and in cold sodium hydroxide and potas-
s ium hydroxide. The p recip itate is also soluble i n 
ammonium hydroxide, but can be reprmcipitated on boil-
ing. From a dilute solution the precipitate appear s 
s lowly and in crystalline form . 
Noj;e: The reagent must be added in excess. 
11 . Barium Chloride Test 
Tartaric acid gives a medium amount of 
curdy white p recipitate in the presence of barium chlor-
i deJ ammonium hydro xide, and alcohol. 
12 . Lead Acetate Test 
hen lead acetate is added to a solution 
of tartaric acid a curdy white p recipitate results. 
13. Cadmium Chloride Test 
CadmiRm chloride when added to a neutral 
solution of t he acid gives a small fine white p recip itate 
s oluble in hydrochloric acid. 
14. Stannous Chloride Test 
When stannous chloride is added to a 
neutral solution of the acid a medium amount of fine 
white precipitate which is soluble in hydrochloric 
acid is formed. 
15. Lanthanum Ammonium Nitrate Teat 
Lanthanum ammonium nitrate, when added 
to a neutral solution of the acid, gives a fine white 
precipitate, which is soluble in dilute hydrochloric 
acid or sulphuric acid . 
' 16. Neodymium Ammonium Nitrate Teat 
A medium amount of fine flesh-colored 
precipitate is formed when neodymium ammonium nitrate 
is added to a neutral solution of the acid. 
17. Thorium Nitrate Teat 
When thorium nitrate is added to a 
neutral solution of the acid a large amount of fine 
white precipitate, wh ich is soluble in dilute hydro-
chloric or sulphuric acid, is formed . 
18. Cerium Ammonium Nitrate Test 
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Cerium ammonium nitrate, when added to a 
neutral solution of the acid, produces a large amount of 
fine precipitate (Y Sl - Jlulliken's Col or Chart), die-
s olving in dilute hydrochloric acid to a GY ·T (.iiulliken ·r a 
Color Cha~t} nolution. 
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19. Cobalt Chloride Teat 
When cobalt chloride is added to a neutral 
solution of the acid, a reddish purple solution results 
(VR Tint 2) O!ulliken ' s Color Chart) . 
20. Praseodymium Ammonium Nitrate Test 
When praseodymium ammonium nitrate ie 
added to a neutral solution of the acid a medium amount 
o! fine precipitate (GY Tint 2- Mulliken ' s Color Chart), 
which is soluble in hydrochloric acid, is formed. 
21 . Bar ium Hydroxide Teat 
A heavy fine crerua white precipitate 
results when barium hydroxide is added to a solution 
of the acid wh ich contains ammonium hydroxide and 
alcohol . · 
• 
Testa for Citraconic Acid 
1 . Ferric Chl oride Teat 
When ferric chloride is added to a neu-
s olution of citraconic acid a red coloration is produced 
(RNT- Mulliken Color Chart), which is discharged by 
hydrochloric acid to the ori ginal color of the reagent . 
2 . Stannous Chloride Test 
Stannous chloride gives a medium amount 
of fine white precipitate when added to a neutral solu-
tion of t he acid . This p recip itate is soluble in dilute 
hyd rochloric acid . 
~ - Lead ~cetate _ _'!'~_gt 
Lead acetate gives a medimn amount of 
flocculent , white p recipi t ate, when added to the acid 
solution. 
4 . Barium Chloride Test 
Citcaconic acid gives a small, fine, 
white , flocculent precipitate in the presence of ammoni-
um hydroxide and alcohol, when barium chloride is added. 
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Tests for Mali c Acid 
1. Bet a-Naphthol Color Test 
Ten to fifteen drops of a freshly pre-
pared solution of .1 gram of beta-naphthol in five 
cc . of pure concentrated sulphuric acid are added to 
. 05 gram of finely powdered malic acid in a small, 
porcelain evaporating dish, placed on a boiling water 
bath. The dish is removed at intervals of thi rty 
seconds to one minute for the observation of the color 
changes which follow one another rapidly. 'hen the 
maximum color intensity has been reached, the solution 
is cautiously di luted ,,IIli th four to five volumes of 
water and again a ll color changes that occur are noted. 
Ualic acid at first giVes a mementary greenish yellow 
{GY - Y - 1•lull iken Color Chart), that change a rapidly 
to an intense yellow (Y- Mulliken Color Chart), which 
is quite permanent . Dilution gives a yellow orange 
(YO - Mulliken Color Chart), which is distinctly more 
intense than the corresponding color for the other acids. 
2 . Dry Te s t 
Heat a small portion of the dry acid 
in a tes t tube. A small sublimate is formed; the 
acid melts, then chars. 
Cal cium Chloride Tes t 3 . 
In the presence of an excess of rurunoni-
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um chloride and ammonium hydroxide the addition of cal-
cium chloride produces no precipitate) even on boiling . 
Thi s distinguishes it from citric acid. However, the 
a dtiition of two volumes of alcohol p roduces a bulky 
white precipitate, even in a dilute neutral solution. 
This p recipitate is soluble in boiling calcium hydr oxid e. 
This al so serves to distinguish malic from citric. 
4. Lead Acetate Test 
Lead acetate, when added to a solution 
of the acid, produces a fine, white, curdy precipitate. 
Upon boiling the white precipitate sets to a waxy semi-
solid. 
5. Barium Chloride Test 
Malic acid gives a medium amount of 
gelatinous white pre cipitate when barium chloride, am-
monium hydroxide and alcohol are added . 
6. Silver Nitrate Te~t (Alcoholic) 
Vlhen alcoholic silve r nitrate is added 
to the acid solution a medium amount of :fine, white 
precipitate is formed . 
7. Potas sium Dichromate Test 
'rhen potassiu1n dichromate is added to 
a dilute solution of the acid, the solution becomes 
red {R Shade 1- Mulliken Color Chart.) 
8. Stannous Chloride Test 
Stannous chloride gives a medium amount 
/ 
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of fine white pre cipitate, soluble in dilute hydrochloric, 
with a neutral solution of the acid. 
9 . Lanthanur..r1 Ammonium Ni trate Test 
Lanthamnn ammonium nitrate gives a small 
a~ount of fine white precipi tate, so luble in an excess 
of the reagent, with a neutral solution of the acid. 
10. Ne o_Q.ymium Ammonium Nitrate Test 
hen neodymiwn runmonium nitrate i s 
added to a portion of neutral solution of the acid, a 
medium amount of fine, pale lavender p recipitate (V 
Tint 2,- Mulliken Color Chart). is formed, which is 
soluble in an excess of the reagent. 
11. Thorium Nitrate Test 
Thorium nitrate gives a medium amount 
of f ine white pre cip itate, which is soluble in an ex-
ce ss of the reagent,with a portion of a neutral sol~ 
tion o~ the acid . 
1 :·? . Ce rium Ammonium Nitrate Test 
Yfhen ceriwn ammonium nitrate i s added 
to a neutral solution of the acid, a small amount of 
fine wh ite pr ecipitate is formed which is soluble in 
an excess of the reagent, or in di l u te hydrochloric 
a cid. 
• 
Teets for Maleic Acid 
1. Barium Chloride Teat 
~!aleic acid gives a medium amount of 
fine, whi te gelatinous precipitate when barium chlor-
ide is added in the presence of alcohol and ammonium 
hydroxide . 
2. Lead Acetate Teat 
When lead acetate is added to a solu-
tion of malei c acid, a hea:vy, curdy, cream precipitate 
is produced. 
3 . Ferric Chloride Test 
~en ferric chloride is added to a neu-
tral solution of the acid, a large amount of curdy 
0 Shade 1 prec ipitate (Mulliken ' s Color Chart) is 
formed; changing on standing to OTINT (Mulliken' a Color 
Chart) . This p recipitate is soluble in dilute hydro-
chloric acid. 
4 . Cupric Chloride Tea t 
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Cupric chloride is added to a neutral 
solution of the acid, producing a fine blue-green 
precipitate (BGNT - Hulliken ' a Color Chart) after stanci-
ing for five or ten minute s . 
• 
• 
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5. Stannou s Chloride Test 
Stannous chloride gives a l arge amount 
of curdy white precipitate when added to a neutral solu-
tion of the acid. This precipitate is soluble in 
hydroch l oxic acid. 
6. Lanthanum Ammonium Nitrate Test. 
When lanthanum amm onium nitrate is added 
to a neutral solution of the acid a fine white pre ci-
p ita te is f ormed if the solution is allowed to s t and f~ 
five minutes or more . 
7 . Thorium Nitrate Test 
When thorium nitrate is added to a neu-
tral solution of the acid it gives a medium amount of 
fine white precipitate, which is soluble in an excess 
of the reagent . 
B. Barium Hydroxide Test 
Barium hydrox).de gi vee a medium amount 
of fine, flocculent white pr ecipitate in the presence 
of ammonium hydroxide and alcohol • 
• 
Tests for Malonic Acid 
The acid used in making t he s e tests was pur-
chased from the Eastman Kodak Comr any • 
1. Fluore scein Test 
When 1 gram of the solid acid i s added 
to 2 ca. of concentrated acetic anhydride and heated 
f or three minutes, then diluted with 3 co. of acetic 
ac i d , a red yellow liquid with a gre enish yellow 
f luorescence is p roduced. 
2 . Dry Test 
One gram of the solid acid is heated in 
a dry test tube. Carbon d ioxide and a cetic acid fu.mes 
are evolved. Carbon d ioxide can be teste d for by 
passing through lime water, when a p recipitate of cal-
ciwn carbonate is p roduced. 
0 . Lead Acetate Test 
Lead ace tate, when added to a solution 
of the acid, g ives a medium amount of fine, wh ite 
pre cipitate. 
4 . Barium Chloride_ Test 
Ualonic acid, whe n poured into equal 
volumes of ammonium hy droxide and barium chloride, 
produces a thick wh i t e jelly. This is a very strik-
ing test. 
?0 
• 
5. Stannoy~ Chloride Test 
Stannous chloride gives, with a neutral 
solution of the acid, a medium amount of fine, white 
precipitate, soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid • 
Lanthanum Ammonium Nitrate Test 
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hen lanthanum ammonium nitrate is added 
to an exactly neutral solution of the acid a medium 
amount of flocculent , whi te precipitate is formed. 
7. Neodymium Ammonium Ni trate Test 
Neodymium ammonium nitrate, . when added 
to an exactly neutral solution of the a cid, give s a 
med ium amount of pale lavender (V-Tint 2 - Mulliken ' s 
Color Char t) flocculent precipitate . 
8 . Thorium Nitrate Test 
Thorium nitrate gives, with a neutral 
solution of the acid, a medj_um amount of fine white 
precipitate, so luble in an exces s of the reagent. 
9. Ce ri urn Ammoni_y.!!)._lf i tra te Teat 
hen cerium ammonium nitrate is added to 
a neutral solut ion of the a cid, a medimn amount of 
floccul ent, whi t e p r e cipitate is formed. 
• 
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Tests for Acetic Acid 
The acid used in making these test a was purchased 
from Mallinkrodt . 
1. Ferr ic ·chloride Test 
Ferric Chloride, when added to a solution of 
aceti c acid which has been exactly neutralized ·with ammonium 
hydroxide, gives a deep red colora tion (RNT - Mulliken ' s 
Co lor Chart), whi ch is discha r ged by the addition of hydro-
chloric ac id to t he yellow color of ferric chloride solu tion. 
This red solution, when he a te d, change s to a redd i sh brown 
p rec i p itate of bas ic iron salt ((CB3COO)Fe(OH) 2 }. 
2 . F. thyl Acetate Tes t 
Five co. of a fairly concentrated acetic a cid are 
warmed with 1 co . . of absolute alcohol and 2 cc. of concentrated 
sul phur ic acid , fo r ming ethyl a cetate , wh ich i s reco gnized 
by its characteristic fruit-like odor. 
3. Stannous Chloride Test 
Stannous chloride, when added to a neutral soluti9n 
of t he acid, produces a medium arnount of fine white p rec i p i -
t ate, soluble in hydrochloric acid . 
4 . Silver Nitrate Test 
Silver nitrate , when added t o a strong, neutra l 
soluti on of acetic acid, gives a white crysta lline pre cipita te, 
wh ich is not reduced on boiling. 
Mercuric oxide, me rcuric chloride,· and potas s ium 
permangana te are not reduced by acetic acid . 
• 
Tests for Acetic Anhvdride 
The acid used in mak ing these tests was pur-
chased from Baker 8! Adamson. 
1 • Aniline Test 
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When 3 co. of rather concentrated acetic 
anhydr ide are heated with 2 co. of aniline a vigorous 
action occurs. This solution is then poured into a 
beaker of cold water, when a large curdy, buff pre oi-
p ita te of acetanilide is formed. 
2 . Fltioresoein Test 
Wh en 2 co. of concentrated acetic 
anhydride and 1 gram of malonic acid a r e heated for 
three rruinutes and then d iluted with 3 oo. of acetic 
acid, a red yellow liquid, with a greenish yellow flu-
oresoenoe is produced. 
3 . Ferr ia Chloride Tea t 
When f erric chloride is added to a 
neutral solution of acetic anhydride a deep red colora-
tion is produced (RNT - Mulliken's Color Chart), wh ich 
is discharged by the add ition of hydrochloric acid to 
t he ori ginal color of the ferric chloride solition. 
4 . St annous Chloride Test 
Stannous chloride, when added to a 
neutral solution of the anhydride, produces a medium 
• 
• 
amount of fine, white p recipitate, which is soluble 
in dilute hydrochloric acid. 
5 • Cupr~c Chloride Test 
hen cupric chloride is added to a 
neutral solution of acetic anhydride, a small, fine, 
blue-green (BGNT- Mulliken Color Chart) precipitate 
is formed after standing five minutes or more. 
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Tests for ! -Butyric Acid 
The acid used in making these tests wa s pur-
chased from the Eas tman Kodak Company. 
1 . Coppe r Acetate Test 
A solution of coppe r acetate added 
to a concentrated acid solution gives a gr eenish-
b lue crystalline precipi tate of copper butyrate . 
2 . Calciu~ Carbonate Jest 
A clear, saturated solut ion of the 
I 
easily soluble calcium salt i s p repared by neutraliz-
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ing a solution of the acid with an excess of concentra~ 
ed calcium carbonate. The solution is allowe d to stand 
for some time in the cold, and then filtered. The cold, 
saturated so l ution gives a wh ite pre cipitate when 
warmed. 
3 ~ Fe rric Chloride Tes t 
When ferric chlori de is added to an ex-
actly neutral solut ion of the a cid, a medium curdy 
precipitate (0 BTM - Uulliken' s Color Chart) is formed . 
This precipitate i s soluble in hydrochloric acid. 
4 . St annous Chl oride Test 
St annous chloride,when added to a 
portion of the neutral acid s olu tion, gives a medimn 
amount of fine , white precipi tate, whi ch is soluble in 
d ilute hydrochloric acid. 
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5. Cupric Chloride Test 
Cupric chloride forms a blue green 
p recjpi tate (BGNT - J.!ulliken Color Chart) within one 
minute of its addition to a neutral solution of the 
acid. The precipitate is soluble in dilute hydrochlor-
ic acid . 
6. Thorium Nitrate Test 
Thorium nitrate, when a dded to a neutral 
solution of the .acid, forms a medium amount of flocculent · 
wh ite pre cipitate, soluble in hydrochloric acid . 
• 
Tests for Formic Aci d 
The acid used in making the s e tests was pur-
chased from the Ea stman Kodak Company~ 
Caution: Formic acid, when dropped on the skin, 
causes painful bli s ters . 
1 . Sulphuric Acid Test 
Cold concentrate d sulphuric acid, when 
added to formic a cid, evolves carbon monoxide, which 
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burn s on ignition with a blue flame. This test serve s 
to distinguish formic from oxalic acid, which on hea t -
ing, not in t he cold, with concentrate d sulphuric acid 
give s carbon dio xide and carbon mono xide, the carbon 
dioxide turning lime water milky.~ At a gentle heat 
concentrated sulphuric acid with formic acid emits 
ca rbon dioxide. 
2 , Ethyl Formate Test 
Yhen fo rmic acid is warmed with sul-
phuric a cid and ethyl alcohol , t he fragrant odor of 
p ea ch kernels, which is characteristic of ethyl f ormate, 
i s p roduced. 
a gent. 
Sulphuric acid acts as a dehydrating 
3 • Silver Nitrate Test 
Silver nitra te is r educed when a dded to 
d i lute solutions of formic acid, the r eduction t ak i ng 
p l a ce slowly in t he cold, rapidly upon heating. A 
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buff crystalline pre cipita te of silver salt which turns 
black upon s t anding , or a s ilver mirror upon heating, 
is obtaine d . 
Note! A strongly ammon iaca l solution of silver salt 
is not reduced even on heatLing. 
4 ~ 1~ e rcuri c Chloride TeJ?.:L_ 
Me rcuric chloride gives, on warming with 
f ormic acid, a white p recipitate o:f me rcurous chlor ide 
(Hg2Cl 2 ). This se rve s to distinguish f ormic from 
ace tic a cid. If an excess of formic a cid is present 
me rcurous chloride is reduced to me t a llic mercury. 
Note: Acetates do not give this r eacti on , but the 
p resence of acetates dr chlorides of alkaline me t a l s 
retard or p revent re dm tion. 
r-D . ~erric Chloride Test 
Fe r r ic chlor i de gi~es a red coloration 
(RNT - Hull i ken ' a Color Chart), which i s di scha rged by 
hydrochloric acid to the yellow color of ferric chlor-
ide. Then the red solu tion i s boiled, a red brown pre-
cipitate of bas ic iron salt ((HCOO )Fe( OH )2 ) is produced . 
6 . Mercuric Oxide Test 
A solution of formic acid is acidified 
with a little dilute sulphuric acid . This i s shake n 
with a small quantity (1 gram or an excess) of mercuric 
oxide, and upon f iltering a solution of me rcuric formate 
is obtained. T1'hen this is boiled, carbon dioxi de is 
evolved and a cream p r e cip ita te of mer curous formate 
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is produced, which rapidly changes to a gray deposit 
of metallic mercury . This teat serves to distinguish 
formic a cid f rom acetic acid . 
7. Acid Sodium Sulnhite Test 
Fift .:J en drops of concentrated · acid sodium 
sulph ite (1:1) are added to 5 cc. of concentrated a cid 
solution . llien the solution is shaken and gently 
warmed, a reddish yellow color appears. 
B. Potass ium Percnan r?; anate Test 
A cold solu tion of formic &cid will 
decolorize several co. of potassium pe rmanganate (1~) when 
added drop by drop, and a br0\~1 precipi tate of oxide s 
of manganese will appear. 
9 . Stannous Chloride Teat 
hen stannous chloride is added to a neu-
tral solution of formic acid, a rneditl!ll amount of fine 
whi te preci_pitate results, which is soluble in dilute 
hydrochloric acid. 
1 0 . Cupri c Chloride Test 
Cupric chloride will give a small green 
p r~cipitate (GNT- Mulliken . Color Chart) within one 
minute, when added to a properly neutralized solution 
of fo rmic acid. 
11. Resorcina.l Teat 
Then a sma ll amount of resorcinol is 
• 
• 
added to the acid, the solution becomes orange red, 
changing to blood red. Upon the addition of arr@onium 
hydroxide to the solution, it becomes green, changing 
to purple. 
1 i3 • Phenol Test 
hen phenol and formic acid are mixed 
in small quantities a pink coloration is produced. 
13 . Pyrogall~l Teat 
When a small runount of pyrogallol is 
added to the acid solution it becomes pink, changing 
to Grange red, then scarlet. 
1 L (1 L {:3 L Cresol Test 
(1), (2) Cresol gives a light red solu-
tion when added to formic acid . 
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Te s ts for Lactic Acid 
The acid used in making these tests was pur-
chased f rom the Eastman Kodak Company. 
1 • Si lver Nitrate Test 
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When silver nitrate is heated with l actic 
a cid it is reduced and metallic silver deposita slowly. 
This te s t is unsatisfactory with very dilute solutions. 
2 . Mercurous Ni tra te Test 
A concentrated solution of l a ctic a cid, 
neutralized with sodium hydroxide, ~Nhen boiled with 
mercurous nitra t e , r edu ces it, giving a dar k p recipi-
t ate of me tallic mercury. 
3 . Sulphuric Acid Test 
Heated with concentrated sulphuric acid, 
lactic acid effe rvesces, carbonizes, and gives off a 
large quantity of . carbon mono xi de, whi ch burna with a 
pale blue flame . 
4 . Potassium Permanganate Test 
~ive co. of a 10% solution of lactic 
acid, five co . of a saturate~solution of magnesium 
sulphate, and five co. of dilute potassium permanganate 
s olution are mixed and heated until the color has 
changed to a light brown or d i sappeared. Do not boil. 
A por tion i s taken and tested as follows: Five co • 
of sodium sulphanilate so lution, five co. of sodium 
nitrite solution, and fi ve co. of phenyl-hydrazine 
• 
• 
hydrochloride are added to five co . of the solution. 
In a few moments gas bubbles appear and the odor of· 
nitrous acid is noti ceable . Dilute sodium hydroxide 
is added until a red color appears and a red precipi-
tate forms . This test shows the p resence of acetalde-
hyde and is sensitive 1-70,000. 
Note: The principle of the test depends upon the fact 
that when lactic acid is oxidized in neu t ral solution 
acetaldehyde is formed. Neutrality is maintained in 
the solution by the presence of magnesium sulphate . 
5. Dry Test 
On heating concentrated lactic acid 
above 160°C., it emits a large amount of inflammable 
vapors, which burn with a pale blue flame. 
6 . Zinc Carbonate Test 
One of the best methods to identify 
lactic acid in dilute solution is to form calcium or 
zinc salts and to examine the c~ystals under t he micro-
scope. 
digesting t ne warm acid solution with zinc carbonate, 
filtering, and concentrating on the water bath . Quad-
ratic crystals are obta i ned which usually cluster to-
gether . 
7 . erric Chloride Te s t 
Ferric chloride, when added to a neutral 
sol ution of lactic acid, produces a yellow green solu~ 
tion (GYNT- Mulliken Color Chart). 
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B. Stannous Chloride Test 
Vhen stannous chloride is added to a 
neutral solution of lactic acid a small, fine white 
p recipitate results, which is soluble in dilute hydro-
chloric acid. 
9. Cobalt Chloride Teat 
Cobalt chloride, added to an exactly 
neutral solution of lactic acid, produces a purple 
r ·3d so l ution (R - RV - Mulliken Color Chart), differing 
from that of the reagent. 
10. Resor cinol Teat 
When a small amount of resorcinol is 
added to the acid a yellow solution i s produced, 
wh ich turns to orange. When this is diluted with 
ammonium hydroxide t he solution becomes f luores cent 
green. 
11. Phenol Teat 
When a small amount of phenol is added 
to a solution of t he a cid a yellow or orange so lution 
results. 
12 . Pyrogallol Test 
Pyrogallol added to a small portion of 
t he acid s olution produces an orange coloration. 
13. (1), ( 2).l~resol Te_§.i._ 
( 1), ( 2 ), cresol , \'\rhen added to the acid 
solution, produces a red bro~~ coloration. 
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Teets for Pr.Q£j..Qnic Acid 
1 • Ferric Chloride Test 
When fe rric chloride ia added to a 
neutral solution of the acid a deep red color is 
produced (RNT - Uulliken Color Chart), which i a 
d i scharged by hydrochloric acid to the original color 
of the reagent. 
2 . Stannous Chlori de Te s t 
Stannous chloride, when added to a 
portion of a neutral solution of the acid, produce s a 
med ium amount of fine white p recipitate, soluble in 
dilute hydrochloric acid . 
3 . Cupric Chloride Test 
Ct1pric chloride, within three mi nutes 
or lese, will produce a amctll, f ine , green prec ipitate 
when added to a portion of the neutra l solution of the 
acid . This p r ec i p itate is soluble in dilute hydrochlo~-
ic acid . 
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VI I I - CHARTS 
Rea;;ren ts 
'<"> 
Acids 
• Tannic 
Succinic 
Citric 
Oxalic 
(Anhyd.) 
Oxalic 
(Cryst . ) 
Tartaric 
Citra-
conic 
Malic 
• 
!Maleic 
Ualonic 
VII I-Comparative Charta of Teste Used In 
~ormulating the Scheme 
Ferric 
Chloride 
" 
Me d. amt .. 
fine .pr;t. 
blue black 
Sol lin HCl 
Large amt . 
f loc.ppt. 
r ed-OR2l 
Sol.iil. HCl 
Pale green 
sol'n-GYNT 
Nega.tive 
Pale green 
sol 1n- GY!!TT 
La rge amt . 
yel . cry st . 
pp t.bYSl 
on heatiug 
eep red 
solution 
RNT 
Ne gative 
Large amt. 
curdy pp t. 
red-ORNT 
Sol. in HCl 
Negative 
' 
Cadmium 
Chloride 
Me d . amt • 
fine ppt . 
coff ve- YBT 
Sol. in HCl 
. -
Negative 
cmall white 
pp t. sol. 
in excess 
reagent 
f e d . amt. 
cry e t :. pp t . 
whi t ·e-
Sol.'in HCl 
Small ppt. 
White- cl"lrsT.. 
Sol. in HCl 
Small amt+ 
f ine ppt . 
white -
Sol.in HCl. 
Ne e;ative 
Negative 
Negative 
Negative 
Copper 
Chloride 
!tEe d . amt. 
fine pp t . 
blue- BGS2 
Sol . in HCl 
~ied - amt . 
fine ppt. 
blue-BGNT 
Sol.in HCl 
Nege:t tive 
Me d . amt. 
fine ppt. 
green-GT2 
Sol. in HCl 
Me d. amt . 
fine ppt . 
rtreen- GT2 u 
Sol.in HCl 
Negative 
'Ne ga ti ve 
Negat ive 
.-
Small amt. 
fine pp t . 
blue-BGNT 
5 min. 
Ne gative 
St annous 
Chloride 
He d . amt. 
fine ppt. 
ouff-OYT2 
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Sol .in HC l 
.,. e d. amt . 
fine ppt . 
wh ite-
Sol. i n HCl 
Me d .· An1 t. 
fine pp t . 
wh ite -
Sol . in HCl 
Me d. amt. 
fine ppt. 
white 
-
Sol.in HCl 
Me d . amt. 
fine ppt . 
white -
Sol. in HCl 
Me d. amt . 
fine pp t. 
wh ite -
Sol. in HC1 
rJed . arnt . 
fine ppt. 
wh ite -
Rol. in HOl 
tle d . 81 t . 
fine ppt . 
wh ite -
Sol . i n HCl 
Me d. amt . 
fine ppt . 
white --
Sol. i n H01 
Me d . am t. 
fine ppt . 
whitA -
8o1 .im HCl 
R t 1: eagen s 
Acids 
• !Tannic 
Succinic 
Citric 
Oxalic 
(Anhy d .) 
Pxal io 
(Cryst . ) 
Tartar ic 
Citra-
conic 
Malic 
• Male ic 
Malonic 
Comparat ive Chart s df Teats Used Tn 
Formulating the Scherne 
(Continued) , 
Nickel 
Chl 'd I or1 e 
Large amt . 
fine ppt. 
gray--BTM 
Sol. in HC_l 
Ne gative 
Ne ga tive 
Negative 
Small amt . 
Fine pp t . 
green-GT2 
5 minutes 
Negative 
Negative 
Negative 
Negative 
Negative 
Lanthanum 
Ammonium 
N t .L i rave 
Large amt . 
fine pr t, 
taup e-VTH.' 
Sol.in HCl 
MPd . amt . 
floc.ppt . 
1!J'h i te 
-
Sol. in HCl 
Large amt . 
fine ppt . 
~.vhi t e -
Sol. h1 HGli 
Me d . amt . 
gel a t .ppt. 
white 
Sol.in HCl 
x~.:; d. arnt . 
flaky ppt. 
'Nhi te- Sol. 
exceBe HCl 
Large amt . 
fine ppt . 
'N·hite . Sol. 
in HCl 
Negative 
Small am t . 
fine pp t . 
wh ite. Sol. 
xs . reagent 
Small a:.rn t. 
fine ppt . 
wh ite -
5 mine. 
M·::Jd . amt. 
fine ppt . -
white-Sol . 
xs.reagent 
Ne odymb.J..m 
Ammonium 
1\'t rh rate 
tg,rge amt. 
:f ine ppt . 
flesh -
Sol. in 'HCl 
Med. amt . 
f ine pp t. 
flesh-
Sol. in HC.l 
'L; d . amt . 
fine ppt . 
flesh 
8ol. j n HCl 
Large run t . 
floc.ppt. 
f lesh 
Sol. in HCl 
Jl e d. arr.t. 
fine 
.PPt• 
flesh-innol 
in HCl 
Fe d. amt. 
fine ppt . 
flesh-
Negative 
. -~· ....•... ·-. "' _, .. ' . ... 
i.~ed . a1ut . 
f i ne ppt. 
flesh . Sol 
xe . rea:gen t 
~1e gat i ve 
~lied . amt. 
floc.p pt . 
fle sh . Gol. 
xs . :reagent 
Thorium 
N t .. i rate 
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Me d. arnt . 
fine p:p t. 
buff- YRT 
Sol. in HCl 
' led . t'3_mt . 
fine .t-'P t . 
white 
-
Sol. in HOl 
!ed. fu"rl t. 
fine ppt. 
whi-te 
-
Sol . in HCl 
1, e d .. am t. 
fine ppt . 
v1h i te-
Me.d . amt. 
fine ppt. 
wh itej-in-
sol . in HCl 
Large runt . 
fine pp t . 
white . 
, Sol. in HCl 
Negative 
..... .... --~lllr 
run t • 
~ ~ 7 -3d . 
fine pp t. 
white. Sol 
xs . reagent. 
~!le d. arn t . 
fine pp t. 
whi te- Rol. 
xs . reagent . 
MP- d. amt . 
fine ppt . 
wh i te . Sol . 
xs . reagent 
:=tea c- ents ,• 
' Acids 
• Tannic 
Succinic 
Citric 
Oxalic 
I • • d ) ~.~~.n.ny . 
Oxalic 
(Cry st) . 
Tar taric 
Citra-
conic 
1Malic 
• 
Maleic 
Malonic 
Comparat i ve Charta of Teats Used In 
Formulating the Scheme 
(Continued) 
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Praseodymium Ce rium 
Ammonh'tm 
Nitrat e 
Manganese 
ChloridP 
Cobalt Ammonium 
~ Chloride Nitrate 
·-
' 
Large amt . Large amt . }tied. amt. ~·.led . amt . 
fine ppt . fine ppt. fine ppt . ;t'ina pp t. 
p..1.rple-VBSZ buff-YSl ' pu rple-RIJS~ ;)uff-YO S2 
Sol.in HCl Sol.in HOJ Sol. in HCl Sol. in HCl 
Me d . amt . Negative Negative Negativ ..... 
fine ppt . 
white 
-
Sol. in HCl 
Me d . amt. :trega t i ve Negat ive N3gative 
fine ppt . 
white=; 
Sol. in HCl 
Med . ·aiat . Negative Small arn t. ~~e d~ amt . 
ge lat .ppt. f ine ppt . fine ppt. 
wh ite- buff y.pink green-GYT2 
Sol.in HCl solution Sol. in HCl 
•'~"l d. ar.a t. Nega tive Me d. amt . Small runt~ flaky ppt. fine p p t. fine pp t. 
white .Insol. buff;p<ink green- GYT 
in HCl s olution Sol. in H91 
-Large amt . negative . eddish Med . amt. 
fine ppt . pu :rp le .f ine pp t. 
buff-YSl solution cr r ·"'"'n- f'Y ·~ 0 , ...... v --
Sol.in HCl VRT2 Sol. in HC] 
Negative Negative NegatiYe Negative 
-- - --
Suall amt. Negative Negative Negative 
fine ppt . 
white-Sol. 
xa .reagent 
--
Negati e life gatiYe J.ITE;gatiye Negative 
. . 
Me d. amt. Negat ive Ne ga tive Negati:re 
floc.ppt . 
white-
Rea cYenta 
Acids 
~cetic 
~· 
Acetic 
(Anhyd.) 
Normal 
Butyric 
Formic 
La ctic 
Propi-
onic 
Comparative Chart of Tests Used In 
Formulat ing the Scheme 
(Continued) 
Ferric St annous CUpric Thorium 
_Chl_oride Ch1 or-Lde Chloride Nitrate 
~--
Deep red Me d. amt. No ppt. Negative 
solution fine ppt . for at 
RNT- HCl white.Sol. least 
discharges i n HCl. 7 mine. 
color_. 
Deep red Med . am t. Ppt . - 1'! e gative 
solution f ine ppt. pale 
Rn . HCl white . Sol. green 
dis en a r ge a i n HCl. in five 
color . mins. 
• ed. am t . Me d. amt. Blue M.e d. aTQ t . 
curdy pp-r.. fine pp t . pp t. fl oc.ppt. 
OBTM- Sol wh ite. BGNT- wh ite. 
in HCl Soluble 1 min. Solubb3 
in HCl Sol. in in HCl 
HC l 
-- ·-
De ep red Med. amt. Blue :r€gativt: 
solution fine pp t. ppt.-
RNT . HCl whi te. BGNT-
discnargea Soluble 1 min. 
color in HCl Sol.in 
HCl 
Pale Small Negative Nega·~ ive 
green amt . fine 
yel low ppt . white . 
sol'n Sol. in 
GYNT HCl . 
Deep red Me d . amt . Small Nega.t. i ve 
sol . RNT fine pp t. blue ppt. 
riCl dis- whit e . BGNT . 
charges Soluble Soluble 
color i n HC l in HCl 
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Cobalt 
Chloride 
Negative 
Negat; 1 ~ 
Negative 
·-
Negative 
Purple 
s olution 
R- RV 
Negat ive 
·-
• 
IX - A SCHF.MR FOR THF. IDE£.TTIFICATION 
of 
ORGANIC ACIDS SOLUBLE IN ATER 
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IX - A Scheme for the Identificat ion 
Of Organic Acids Soluble in a t er . 
Afte r the ultimate anal ys i s of the com-
pound has been made, showing it to be a combinat ion 
of carbon, hydrogen, and o~rgen , and Generic T~st III 
has indicated that it is an a cid , s oluble in water, 
f urther identifica tion i s made possible by the 
application of the s cheme which fol lows. 
The method is to d ivide the a cids 
f i rs t, i nto classes , then i nto groups and sub- groups , 
and f inally to identify individual acids by means of 
spe cific t es ts . 
Cl ass I contains the solid acids: 
Tannic 
Succinic 
Citric 
Oxalic (AnhyCl . • ) 
0 xa 1 i c ( Cry s t . ) 
Tartaric 
Citraconic 
. alic 
Maleic 
Malonic 
Class II contains the liquid acids: 
Acet ic 
Ace tic Anhydride 
Butyric 
Procedure No. 1: 
Formic 
La ctic 
Propionic 
5 cc. of lead a cetate i s added to 5 cc . 
of the ac id solution. If a precipitate result s , the acid 
belongs to Class I, and is t es ted f or as in Procedure 
• 
No. 2 . If no preoipitate is formed the acid is 
in Class II, and should be tested for by Procedure 
No. 7. 
Caution: An exactly neutral solution of the acid 
must be used in all furthe r tests unless otherwise 
specified . 
Procedure No. 2: 
10 cc . of thorium nitrate are added 
to 5 co. of a neutral solution of the acid. If 
a precipitate r esults, the acid is in G-roup A 
(containing succinic, citric, oxalic (anhydrous), 
oxalic (crystalline), tartar ic, and tannic acids), 
and may be tested for by Procedure No. 3. If no 
p recipitate is forme d the acid is in Group B, a nd 
·may be te s ted for by Proce dure No . 5 . 
Procedure No. 3: 
5 cc. of cupric chloride are added 
to 5 cc. of a neutral solution of the acid . If 
a precipitate is formed the acid belongs to Sub-
Group A (containing succinic, oxalic (crystalli ne), 
oxalic (anhydrmus), and t ann ic acids). The color 
of the pre cipitate i s to be carefully noted. 
A peacock blue . (BGNT - Mulliken Color Chart) pre-
cip ita t . denotes the probable pre sence of succinic 
ac i d, wh ich may be confirmed by Tes t A below. 
A pale green (G Tint 2 - Mulliken Color Chart) 
pre cip itate denotes either anhydrous or cry s talline 
oxalic acid , e ither of Nhich may be confirmed by 
Test B below. A dark, drab blue precip itate (BGS2-
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Tilulliken Color Chart) shows the probable presence 
of t annic acid , wh ich is confirmed by Teet C below. 
Test A: 1hen 5 co. of ferric chloride is added to 
5 cc. of a neutral solution of the acid, a large 
amount of reddish brown precipitate (OR Shade 1-
Mulliken Color Chart) is f ormed, YiJhioh is soluble 
in hy.drochlorio acid. 
Test~: 5cc . of nickel chloride, when added to 
5 co, of a neutral solution of the acid, will give 
a p recipitate within five to seven minutes if the 
acid i s .crystalline oxalic . No pre cip itate will 
be given if the acid is anhydrous. 
Test C: To 5 co. of the a cid solution 10 co. 
of freshly prepared 2% gelatine solution are added . 
A large, curdy , white precipitate confirms the 
p resence of tannic acid . 
If no precipitate is formed when 
cupric chloride i s added, the ac i d is in Sub- Group 
AA , and is either tartaric or citric. 
tested for by Procedure No. 4 •. 
Procedure No . 4 : 
It may be 
5 co. of cobalt chloride solution 
is added to five co. of the neutral acid solution. 
If a red coloration (VR-NT - !l!ull iken Color Chart) 
is pro&1ced, the presence of tartaric is indicated, 
no change indicating the pre s ence of citric. 
Test D: To a neutral solution of the a cid 5 to 10 
co. of silver nitrate is added, producing a heavy 
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wh ite precipitate . This is allowed to settle, the 
liquid poured off and the precip i tate dissolved in 
just euff icient d ilute ammonium hydroxide. The 
solution is warmed gent ly, and si lver is depos ite d 
on the t es t tube as a silver mirror, confi rming 
the presence of tartaric. 
Test E: 5 drops . of fe rr ic chloride solution are 
a dded t o 5 co. of the neutra l acid solution; a 
yel low green solution result s (GYNT- Mulliken Color 
Chart) , confirming the pr esence of citric acid . 
Pro ce du re No • 5 
5 co. of fe rr ic chloride s olution 
are added to 5 co. of neutra l a cid solution} a 
deep red prec i p i tate (0 81 - OBNT - Hulli ken Color 
Chart) shows the presence of maleic acid; a deep 
re d s olu t iCbn (:RNT - !«ull iken Color Chart) i s con-
elusive for citraconic acid . If no change occurs 
the a cid is in Sub- n roup B, and i s e i t her malic 
or malonic, and may be te s ted for · by Pro cedure No. 6. 
Test _: 5 co. of barium hydroxide Bo lution are 
added to 5. co, of a neu tra l a ci' sc 2_u tion conta ining 
5 co . of ammonium hydroxide and 5 co. of alcohol. 
A mediu.rn amount of white p r e cipitate confirms the 
p resence of maleic. 
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Prooe dure No. 6 
5 to 10 oc. of neodymium ar.:m10nium ni-
tra te are a dded to 5 co . of the neutral acid s olution-
If the acid is malonic a medium amount of V-Tint 2 
(r ulliken Color Chart) preoipi tate will be formed • 
A small precipitate wh ich redissolves immediately 
shows the presence of malic acid . 
Test G: 5 cc. of the acid, when . poured into equal 
volumes of ammonium hydroxide and barium chloride 
produces a thick whi te jelly, confirming the presence 
of malonic acid. 
Test H~ ~hen 5 cc. of potassium dichromate are 
a dded to 5 co. of the acid solution, the so lution 
becomes red (R Shade 1 - Mulliken 's Color Chart), 
confinning the presence of malic ac id . 
Pro oedt:tre No •. 7 
5 co. of cupr ic chloride are added 
to 5 co, of the neutral acid solution, and if a 
small pr e cipitate (G Sl - BGNT - Mulliken Color 
Chart) ·is formed within one minute the presence 
of butyric or formic acid, of Gr oup C, is indicated, 
and may be distinguished by Procedure No . 8 . If 
a precipitate is formed within three minutes the 
probability is that prmpionic acid is present, con-
firmed by Test I below. If a small amount of precipi-
tate is formed in five to seven minutes the r resenoe 
of a cetic anhydride is indicated, confirmed by Test J .. 
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If no precipitate is formed within seven minutes the 
acid ie, in Group D (acetic CI lactic) and is treated 
by Procedure No. 8 . 
Test I: 5 co. - of ferric chloride solution, when 
added to 5 co. of a neutral acid solution, will give 
a deep red coloration (RNT - Mulliken Color Char t), 
whi ch is discharged by the addition of hydrochlotic 
ac i d , confirming the presence of propionic acid. 
Test J: Concentrate a portio~ of the acid solution 
on a watar bath to 3 co. hen 1 gram of solid malonic 
acid is added to t his and heated for three minutes, 
then diluted with 3 co. of acetic acid, a red yellow 
liquid with a greenish y ellow liquid is produced. 
Procedure No. 8 
men 5 co. of fer r ic chloride solu-
tion a re added to a neutral so lution of the acid 
the appearance of a reddish brown p recipi tat~ (OBTl1,1' -
Mull i ke n Color Char t ) confirms the p resence of 
butyric a cid. A r ed solution shows t he p resence 
of formic acid, which is confirmed by Test K below. 
Lactic a cid gives a GYNT coloration (11iulli ken's 
Color Char t), confirmed by Test L below. A red 
colora tion from an ac id in Group D shows the 
p r e sence of ace tic ac id , confirmed by Test ll 
bel0'.7 . 
Test K: 5 cc . of s ilve r nitra te solution are added 
to 5 cc. of t he ac i d s olution; a heavy , buff cry stal-
9 6 
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line pre cipitat9 of s ilver s alt i s fo r med wh j ch 
rapLlly change s to b1 ti. ck on :: ,flat i ng . 
Tes t L: I f an exa ctly neutra l s olution up on the 
addition of 5 co. of cobalt chloride becomes a purp l e 
:Mull i ken Oo J.or Char t) the pre s ence of 
lactic is confirmed. 
Te st ~ rr : Tf a s olution of eilver nitrate produc~ s 
a wh ite crystal1ir:e _.,re cir ita te 1.rvh i ch i s no t 
r educed on boiling , presence of a cetic a cid i s 
confirmed . 
It i s believed that this scheme i s 
of practical va lue . It has already been worked thr ough 
successfully by t wo s tudents, who ha•;e b8en ab l e to 
i dentify any o f the acids given them, and in no case 
has the entire p :roces s requ i Jre rnore t i me than a 
regular laborator y per iod, 
--/ 
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